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Keith answered 5 years ago. Answered In Asian Cars Where is the awd to fwd fuse on legacy? It
has a cap that has 4WD on it. The above is for a legacy the one below is for my outback not sure
if yours is the same I would check out both options look in the fuse box under the hood it is a 10
amp fuse and is called the automatic transmission control unit ,you also have a fwd fuse socket
I think this is if you are just using front wheel drive. This should be an empty socket, no fuse
should be in there it is located in the fuse box under the hood , to the upper left hand corner
next to the two relays. Posted 08 January - AM a test you can try. Checked all the fuses and they
are all good. Replaced bulbs with high end ones and no improvement. Fog lights work and
brights work. I am trying to find somewhere close to sg11 Ware, Herts, that can repair my
Subaru and get it through its MOT for a reasonable price. My supplemental insurance will pay
for an engine rebuild. What should I do? Replace the engine or the car? I just replaced my front
axles, I have a 2. I was driving the other day and my car just stopped driving. It turns on fine,
goes into gear fine, but will no I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Subaru Outback question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Subaru Outback Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I had no choice. I couldn't reverse; behind me was
a line of Subaru Outbacks like mine, ready to proceed. Ahead, the steep trail vanished over a
crest. I exhaled, pulled the shifter into drive, and released the brake. The Outback has been a
runaway success for Subaru, tallying over 1. Although Subaru North America would have liked
more revolution than evolution in design, decision makers in Japan chose to stay the course.
Still, parties on each side of the planet are proud of the completely re-engineered
underpinnings, which are stiffer and allow for crumple zones designed around future NHTSA
crash tests. In idyllic Mendocino, California, along the Pacific coast, Highway 1's sweepers,
hairpins, and rolling elevation demonstrated the Outback's stiffness, though the suspension
allowed some roll. That said, it was free of bounce or jiggle on this glass-smooth asphalt. The
repositioned side mirrors and insulated windshield helped minimize wind and tire noise. It
wouldn't be an Outback without standard all-wheel drive, here featuring brake-based torque
vectoring. The setup proves competent, but combined with electric power steering, it results in
a light and lifeless feel. A surprise test of the reassuringly firm brakes came when a deer leaped
onto the road, followed by her fawnâ€”you never know what might show up in this neck of the
woods. Subaru upped its game again with the new Outback's interior. Cloth seating surfaces
are plush and grippy; available water-resistant upholstery feels like it could handle muck
though isn't very breathable. Contrast stitching and thoughtful trim selections add an upscale
feel. Subaru's adventurous, dog-loving clientele will appreciate the Outback's increased cargo
capacity with the rear seats folded down, wider cargo floor, and easy-fold rear seats. Front and
center is an available tabletlike The touchscreen is clear and responsive, with physical volume
and temperature buttons lining its sides. Navigation, car info, and other primary functions take
up the central section, with smaller zones at the top and bottom dedicated to climate controls
and frequently accessed utilities. I started off in a Outback fitted with a 2. Disappointingly, it
didn't satisfy my rally-car desires: The XT model feels more powerful, but only when merging or
passing. Otherwise, it's no sportier than the baseline. With either engine, the CVT needs a
moment to calculate the optimal ratio before accelerating. That said, at steady speeds it drops
revs to low, quiet levels. These mellow road manners will allow driver and passengers to take in
the scenery, but the Outback never excites. But pavement composes only part of our route.
Subaru prescribed plenty of dirt, over miles of fire roads weaving through dense foliage.
Surfaces ranged from dusty and dry to loose and gravelly, with splashy patches at stream
crossings. All of it was bumpy and rutted, dotted by dips and tight corners. In places, sight lines
were blind and pitches steep. Here, the Outback revealed what sets it apart. All Outbacks
feature X-Mode, Subaru's off-road traction and hill descent control system the new Onyx model
has settings for snow and mud. It proved crucial when I found myself sizing up that blind
precipice. At the spotter's instruction, I rolled forward with my foot coveringâ€”not
touchingâ€”the brake. As the drop came into view, I fought my instinct to stomp the pedal, but
X-Mode immediately took control. I detected it braking each wheel individually, barely sliding
forward over the loose dirt. Another X-periment awaited at the bottom: A car-length flat section,
then an immediate uphill right-hander. Turning in, torque vectoring held the inside rear wheel
while the outside front dug, pivoting the Outback through. Elsewhere, I watched an Outback
climb on two diagonal wheels as it turned over a step, then teeter forward until all four landed
again. At that point, steady power took it to the top. Arriving at a secluded lagoon, I inched into

the water over loose pebbles, careful to minimize bow wakeâ€”no snorkel here. Emerging on
the other side with water streaming from the undercarriage, another dip followed, this time tilted
against the shore. Negative camber tried to pull the car in, but X-Mode kept clawing and
prevented sinking. Aside from a few minor chin scrapes, the Subie handled these trails in stride.
It might not be a legitimate off-roader like a Jeep Wrangler , but the Outback's purpose more
befits a lifestyle vehicle that projects outdoorsy intentions even when confined to tarmac. Still,
for drivers who enjoy exploring off the beaten path, the Outback has impressive trail chops,
with comfort and capacity for everyday needs. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Alex Leanse Words Manufacturer Photos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Subaru
Forums. Headlights in Snow Tom. Replies: 1 Views: G Feb 23, at AM. Brand New Owner Papa. G
, Feb 22, at PM. Replies: 0 Views: G Feb 22, at PM. Dead battery- not driving during Coronavirus
Gozierdt , Apr 1, Replies: 7 Views: Gozierdt Feb 21, at AM. Rampie Feb 16, Thoughts about
Stealth Trailer hitch? Nudawn , Jan 13, Nudawn Jan 13, Key fob's Auto. Replies: 2 Views: Can
someone tell where this oddly shaped spring belongs? Oil changes Leslie , Nov 29, Replies: 3
Views: Kyle Dec 9, Auto Start and Stop cfsimmons , Feb 17, Replies: 10 Views: Rear seat cover
Scottj , Dec 5, Scottj Dec 5, Inside rear view mirror loose and seems to have a sliding lock on
it?? Leslie , Nov 25, Leslie Nov 25, Harper Nov 24, Churaguazu , Nov 21, Churaguazu Nov 21,
Kivis Nov 15, Landa Nov 13, Paramedico Nov 8, Judoka Nov 7, ZanMan Nov 3, Barbisun Oct 29,
Subaru Newbie Well plan to be.. Rattle in dash tcsoutback , Oct 16, Turning Radio off on Subaru
Outback mrkurtz , Oct 9, Cat and exhaust 05OutbackXT , Oct 11, Replacement tire suggestions
for '06 Outback 3. Tim , Dec 22, Replies: 4 Views: 1, Tina Oct 9, Outback 2. RockieOutback77 ,
Aug 22, Replies: 4 Views: Jl Oct 6, Question about backseat recline bar in Outback marc , Jul 13,
Need help with Camper Trailer advice ddz , Aug 31, Jl Oct 3, Are there any Outback owners in
the DMV area? Good sources for Outback part? Jake , Aug 18, Jake Aug 18, BlakeTKreeft Jul 27,
YawningCapybara Jul 23, Rear Deck Lift Nuguy , Jul 9, Air Conditioning issue Jeffs68 , Jul 4,
Thinking about buying a Subaru Outback 2. Cdornz Jun 27, Only driver window works- Need
help Pedro , Jun 21, OutbackIke Jun 21, Sunroof shade stuck please help! Willikay , Jun 15,
Willikay Jun 15, Showing threads 1 to 50 of Sort threads by: Last message time Thread creation
time Title alphabetical Number of replies Number of views First message likes. Order threads in:
Descending order Ascending order. Show Ignored Content. Want to ask your own question? It
takes just 2 minutes to sign up and it's free! Just click the sign up button to choose a username
and then you can get expert answers for your own question. Sign Up Now! I found that ATRA.
COM had a writeup and pictures covering most Subaru models with cvt. They show clear
pictures with arrows to help you identify transmission and differential plugs for both the gen ii tr
and the geni tr What they don't tell you is that the check plug and fill plug are both 8mm hex
sockets and the factory over torques the fill plug so you need breaker bar to loosen. After
reading about folks adding gear oil to trans because of using wrong plug I was paranoid. I came
back inside and read the atra. There are thre plugs - check, fill, and drain? Check and fill are two
different plugs? Do you have a link to the article you're referring to? I went to ATRA. Thx, Brian.
Transmission, Axle, and Brakes Search In. Complied posts and writeups to common problems
and projects. Recommended Posts. Posted April 21, Then I removed front diff drain plug with
T70; cleaned drain plug to remove metallic paste reinstalled drain plug to 52lbs torque ; pumped
in 1. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted April 23, What does the owners
manual say - unserviceable, no change interval or take to dealer? Posted September 26, Sign In
Sign Up. There are also a number of smaller equipment changes Read more The
performance-oriented Subaru Legacy 2. B, which was offered as a limited-edition model for ,
becomes a regular model for The spec. Other performance equipment is now standard as well.
There are also a number of smaller equipment changes to the lineup. Limited and spec. B
models get a new audio system with an auxiliary input and XM satellite radio compatibility; GT
Limited models get a new wheel design; and GT models get a new gauge cluster with ECO
gauge and upshift light for cars with manual transmission. Close this Model value: The Subaru
Legacy and its stable mate, the Outback, span a wide range of appeal with the frugal base
model, high-performance 2. B, and rugged Outback series. B is an attractive alternative to some
of the more affordable European sports sedans, while the Outback has just the right amount of
ruggedness, and better fuel economy, to attract SUV shoppers. All models offer a Read more
The Subaru Legacy and its stable mate, the Outback, span a wide range of appeal with the
frugal base model, high-performance 2. All models offer a full roster of safety features, along
with all-weather all-wheel drive, making them especially sound buys. Close this Model overview:
The Subaru Legacy family is available in sedan or wagon body styles in a wide range of variants
for The Legacy 2. Bean Edition, 2. Bean Edition models get a horsepower 2. Legacy 2. Read
more The Subaru Legacy family is available in sedan or wagon body styles in a wide range of
variants for B and Outback 2. And the top Outback 3. Bean Edition gets the smooth horsepower,

3. Bean Edition have a standard five-speed automatic transmission; Special Edition 2. Most
other models have a standard five-speed manual with an automatic optional, except spec. B
models, which have a six-speed manual standard. All Legacy and Outback models have
all-wheel drive systems. Legacy models have a suspension tuned for good on-road
performance and handling, while Outback models have a heavy-duty, raised suspension with up
to 8. Base Legacy 2. Special Edition models add a power driver's seat and power moonroof,
while the 2. The new performance-oriented 2. B Sedan also gets an exclusive Bilstein Sport
Suspension with aluminum suspension components, inverted struts, inch alloy wheels with
summer performance tires, special ground effects, interior trim, and a standard navigation
system available on GT Limited. The 2. B, also gets a quicker steering ratio, larger front brake
rotors, and ventilated rear rotors. The more ruggedly styled Outback is also available in both
sedan and wagon variants, but as a sedan it's only available in top Limited or L. Bean trim.
Wagon Outbacks come in a 2. Bean Edition models, which add a standard navigation system,
aluminum wheels, and upgraded power seats along with a special two-tone scheme. Front-seat
side-impact air bags, side-curtain air bags for all outboard occupants, and active front head
restraints are standard on all models, as are anti-lock brakes with electronic brake-force
distribution. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Standard
all-wheel drive; safety; handling spec. B ; rugged capability Outback. The performance-oriented
Subaru Legacy 2. Read more. Close this. The Subaru Legacy and its stable mate, the Outback,
span a wide range of appeal with the frugal base model, high-performance 2. The Subaru
Legacy family is available in sedan or wagon body styles in a wide range of variants for There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Wouldn't give a specific price on any of their trucks, only the
pr8ce range. Was not impressed at all. When I arrived they had prepped the wrong higher priced
vehicle. Once I got to see the correct vehicle they would not honor the price quoted. Great
experience. Very responsive. Willing to work with me. Only thing better would be to live closer.
Absolutely the best and easiest experience. Respected what I wanted and needed. I will be
recommending them to anyone who needs a vehicle. I was told that the car had been sold and
was continuing to be advertised because title transfer was not complete. They are absolutely
amazing and they have great deals. Great Service. Would absolutely recommend this place to
everyone. Zachary helped me finish the financing process of my purchase. Pierce was quick
with obtaining the vehicles for me to test drive even in this really cold weather. This legacy was
very dirty in in full of rust and the engine has oil leak don't buy from them. They were very
helpful, clear and supportive. I strongly encourage to deal with them. Quick response time,
helpful and friendly, no pressure. Easiest car buying experience ever! I had a very good
experience with this dealership Nick D was very helpful and we did buy the car. They were very
good. Unfortunately the car was sold since my inquiry. Good experiance overall. Subaru has
always innovated. It was the first automaker to put all-wheel drive in its entire vehicle lineup. In ,
it seemed to be the first automaker to offer what we now call a crossover SUV. The Subaru
Outback debuted in as a Legacy trim and came as a wagon only. With demand for SUV height,
rough-road travel, and sportiness rising amid a growing stigma attached to station wagons,
Subaru introduced the Outback as a way to help reinvigorate Legacy sales. The original
Outback was basically a Legacy, with a 2. In , the Outback became its own model and added a
sedan to the lineup. It quickly surpassed the Legacy in sales, both for its all-wheel drive
performance in tough outdoor weather and road conditions up north, and its overall quiet,
smooth, and comfortable ride. In , the Subaru Outback featured the comeback of a six-cylinder
engine. Using the same Boxer flat engine, the 3. Bean and VDC editions of the Outback. The
VDC edition also featured variable torque distribution in its all-wheel drive, automatically
adjusting wheel torque according to the road conditions. Trim offerings today include the 2.
Bean and VDC models. It continues to get praise for its quiet and smooth performance, the

powerful turbo engine, and the all-wheel drive. Backseat legroom is cramped for a five-person
wagon. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Subaru Outback for Sale Nationwide. All
Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Subaru Outback
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Subaru Dealer. Bean Edition Wagon. Read
more. It embraces a rosier past of automotive history, back when cars were just cars and
drivers were concerned only with driving. Subaru kept the wagon vibes rolling while the rest of
the world fell in love with SUVs and crossovers. And, although the Outback is technically a
midsize crossover, one look will have you remembe. In , in a stroke of sheer brilliance, Subaru
jacked up the suspension, put some oversize. Subaru Outback Reviews Review. I love the
Subaru outback. I dont know if it can really compare it to anything else and its class. It tows lb.
No other vehicle will tow that much. It will go off road. No other vehicle in its class will do that
as well. If you plan on a vehicle that will be a daily driver get 28 miles to the gallon for me on
average and build upon small campi Love the Outback so much we bought two! I believe that
the car has many nice features to enjoy, but will have to learn and acquire the knowledge as
how to use these features as time permits. I want to be better and more comfortable knowing
where everything is after driving Hondas for more than 30 years, this is my 1st Subaru. Why Use
CarGurus? Subaru dealers in Atlanta GA. Subaru dealers in Chicago IL. Subaru dealers in
Dallas TX. Subaru dealers in Houston TX. Subaru dealers in Los Angeles CA. Subaru dealers in
Miami FL. Subaru dealers in New York NY. Subaru dealers in Philadelphia PA. Subaru dealers in
Washington DC. Log in or Sign up. Minnesota Subaru Discussion. Mini Meets. MNSubaru Regional. Discussions: 3, Messages: 79, Having a technical Issue?? Post it here. Discussions:
Messages: 5, Latest: Post Questions Queue , Sep 11, MNSubaru Technical Forums. If you have
any questions, please post them in the correct forums. Discussions: 34 Messages: Latest: vs
blackozone , May 10, Latest: Winter tires? Cotts , Feb 23, at PM. Parking Lights Wont Turn Off!
Discussions: 1, Messages: 17, For Sale : Car Parts This forum is only for selling car parts.
Private sales only. No vendors. Discussions: 15, Messages: , Discussions: Messages: 4, Latest:
legacy 3. FS: Everything else This forum is for everything that does not fit into cars or car parts.
Discussions: Messages: 17, Latest: February and March discounts! Other Topics. Off-Topic
Off-Topic Forum. Please keep it clean. Moderators can and will delete offensive posts and
threads. Discussions: 7, Messages: , Latest: Post up your woodworking projects tangledupinblu
, Feb 19, at PM. Testing Used for testing avatars, signatures, or posting images. Discussions:
Messages: 1, Latest: Photo test curly2k3 , Jul 15, Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
This car has terrible squeaks and rattles. It drives well but feels underpowered in the mountains
of Georgia. I would wait and see if they work out some issues for Fit and finish and power
anemic as well as strange feeling seats after about an hour in the car. Seemingly endless
research, advice from coworkers and friends and a dealer that was rated high by it's users,
suggested a potential slam dunk purchase was in store. Both dealer and 3rd party vehicle
service contract holder did their best to avoid any assistance in dealing with the dreaded
Subaru head gasket failure brought on by weak dealer maintenance before the sale, shortly after
I got the car home. I wouldn't get to drive my new Outback again for another month while the
engine was essentially rebuilt. This is about the only thing that keeps Subaru from a perfect
rating from me. Their failure to address what has come to be known as their Achilles heel. A full
year later, I can't believe how great this car is. The savvy consumer will see beyond the brand
name and realize what they are getting for their money. My Outback feels as solid as it did 6
years ago rolling off the lot. It's 2. Passing is done easily and winter drives feel more confident
riding on an AWD system that won't back down. If you live in a cold weather climate like I do
and the 'all weather package' is an option, take it. Heated wipers and side mirrors may not
sound like much, until you get hit with snow and ice and spend the extra time clearing those
areas for driving. I tackle it as slow as I can Even stop half way up to see if I can make it slip. So
far I have been unsuccessful in doing so. It's worth mentioning another issue Subaru has which
is the oil burning issue. From what I can tell, this isn't a problem on the 2. My daily commute is
now an enjoyable, comfortable ride. There is no rust and the car looks, handles and rides as
good as it did from day one. This is the kind of car you hang on to. Bought this car new off the

lot and I have owned it for 1. From the very start I've had nothing but problems. Here's a list of
issues: The GPS hard drive unit crapped out, entire unit replaced. Sun roof leaked twice in the
first rains. Had to have new seals put in and buy a car cover. Sound system has been horrible
from the start. At low volume the sound goes in and out in waves. Plastic seat casing along
driver side seat kept popping off the track and then cracked. Passenger seat motor died,
replaced. Check engine light keeps reappearing for gas cap erroneously. Electronic e-break
system keeps getting stuck engaged causing excessive wear. There's more but I'm out of
characters. Our Outback is now 2 years old and has been a great vehicle. It's big enough for
trips around town, yet fits in the garage. It has more than enough leg room in the rear seat and
still have plenty of cargo room. The CVT transmission takes a little getting used to, but overall
has been great. It'll take a second to build revs when you hit the gas, but a normal transmission
would take a second to downshift too, so it's about the same. Child seat is easy to install and
remove. Our Outback has been averaging 28 mpg with mostly intown driving. On a recent trip,
the highway MPG was averaging I've seen a lot of complaints about steering issues. I haven't
experienced any, ours does fine. I like to keep cars as long as I can, We bought this car new
thinking it would last us 10 to 15 yrs, Now I'm not so sure it will, we are about 6 yrs in and have
put way to much into it to get it here. Have had that done by a few different shops and found
one that can do it really well and seems to last the longest. Other problems the ac sucks, dealer
looked at says it's ok, still sucks, poor line of sight, the rear view mirior is in the wrong place,
and the roof towers block a lot, also the shocks in the rear had to be replace at , now they all
need replacing again, all the wheel bearings have been done, front ball joints, brake pads at
least on the third or 4th set, and the list keeps going, all the brake disc, Now for the second time
it had to be towed to the dealer because the ignition switch is stuck, can't wait to get that bill,
and to top it off it's about time to do the belts. We are not rich and this car has been hard for us,
new this car was to much money. I hope this helps other people when buying a car. Update, so
still have th car because I like no car payment. But we keep having to do a lot of work to it, hard
to keep tires the alignment goes out a lot and runes the tires, lost count of breaks we have
done, rusting out now hope to get a couple more years before I bring to the salvage yard, had to
replace all the ball joints and a arms where shot. Just an all around pice of junk. But a thousand
here and there still works out better than a car payment. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Outback. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Outback model: All Outback models 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Outbacks for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Outback. Sign Up. To find the proper model year for your vehicle, look at the 10th digit of your
vehicle identification number VIN. The 10th digit will be a letter or a number. Find the
corresponding letter or number in the table below to determine the model year of your vehicle. If
not, the manual should indicate where you can locate the VIN. The VIN is often found on the
driver's side dashboard just beneath the windshield. The VIN is also commonly listed on the
vehicle title, registration card, and insurance documents. With over 30 years of map making
experience, HERE uses advanced location technology to keep your Subaru navigation system
optimized. Subaru navigation system map updates include new and modified roads, addresses,
points of interest and more. This vital data improves routing accuracy, helping you to get to
your destination quickly and efficiently. Select your model and year from the menu above to find
the map update for your Subaru vehicle. After selecting your vehicle brand from the menu
above, follow these three simple steps to update your map. Reduce fuel consumption and
minimize vehicle wear and tear. Each map update refreshes vital data within your system,
enabling you to maximize these benefits. Have the latest data about fuel stations, parking,
restaurants, hotels, and other points of interest right at your fingertips. No need to mess with
your phone. Driving can be a stressful activity. Nobody wants to be lost or stuck in traffic.
Distractions such as smartphones and increase overall anxiety. It appears that your browser
has JavaScript disabled. This Website requires your browser to be JavaScript enabled. Please
enable JavaScript and reload this page. It appears that your browser has cookies disabled. The
website requires your browser to enable cookies in order to login. Please enable cookies and
reload this page. Optimize your Subaru navigation system With over 30 years of map making
experience, HERE uses advanced location technology to keep your Subaru navigation system
optimized. Updating your navigation system is easy After selecting your vehicle brand from the
menu above, follow these three simple steps to update your map. Your benefits Efficiency
Reduce fuel consumption and minimize vehicle wear and tear. Convenience Have the latest data
about fuel stations, parking, restaurants, hotels, and other points of interest right at your
fingertips. Peace of mind Driving can be a stressful activity. Subarus are a natural choice for
outdoor lovers the world over. Even if you need to take on rugged terrain and rough weather,
your Subaru ensures that you can get out in the great outdoors. Whether you drive an Outback,

a Forester, a Crosstrek, or an Impreza, you probably chose your Subaru for its dependability,
sure-footedness, sensible features, and style. Forget clunky campers and over-sized RVs. Now
you can transform your everyday car into a go-anywhere camper. Now, with the SylvanSport GO
you can quadruple your gear hauling ability while seriously increasing your fun capacity! GOs
can haul up to pounds of gear. The GO allows you to easily carry up to 12 count em, 12!
Subarus are built to handle the toughest of road conditions, so it is only fitting that they should
be accompanied by the toughest car camping trailer available. The GO is a pop up camper that
was designed to be towed behind vehicles with impressive fuel economyâ€”like your Subaru.
No gas guzzler required! Whether you drive one of the smaller Subaru sedans or one of the
bigger models like an Outback or a Forester, you can easily haul a GO camper, fully loaded with
all of your adventure gear. The GO was specifically engineered to be compatible with fuel
efficient vehicles, with its lightweight, TIG-welded aluminum frame and aerodynamic design.
You already know your Subaru can get you to amazing vacation and adventure spots, with its
all-terrain, all-wheel drive capabilities. With a GO camper, you can make space in the car for
more friends and family, while hauling enough gear for everybody. Then, when you get there,
you can camp in comfort and style. Unpack your bikes, boats, and camping gear, and thenâ€”in
just ten minutesâ€”turn your gear trailer into a roomy pop up camper! The GO camper sleeps
four people or more in luxurious comfort. And the tent extends with a weatherproof canopy to
create a shelter where you can cook, eat, relax, and enjoy good company. Ride in style, camp in
style. GO is a highly durable, rugged camper and utility trailer that will go anywhere your
all-wheel drive Subaru takes it. With SylvanSport, you can go green without skimping on
vacation, travel,
1976 280z wiring diagram
1999 ez go wiring diagram
jeep 40 firing order
and outdoor adventure. The GO was designed as an alternative to heavy camper trailers, so
you can get out and play without a behemoth dragging down your gas mileage. Every GO
camper is made in America, at our factory in Brevard, NC, using lightweight and durable
materials, and manufactured to the highest quality standards. Search for:. The Subaru Camper
Subarus are a natural choice for outdoor lovers the world over. Off Road? All Terrain? This is
Your Camper. Subaru Owner Testimonials. Some things just work well together! Our MPG was
hardly affected at all and visibility was not hampered when towing, either in the travel or
transport mode. We took our Go out for the first time this week. We camped for a week with a
big group and weathered rain and wind so comfortably, and gave LOTS of tours. Cookies This
website uses cookies to improve user experience, functionality and performance. If you
continue browsing the site, you consent to the use of cookies on this website. Privacy Policy
OK.

